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E

This section of the AFS Designer is intended only by AFS to represent good building practice in achieving suitable internal design of AFS
LOGICWALL®. This section is not intended in any way by AFS to represent all relevant information required on a project. It is the responsibility of those using
AFS LOGICWALL®, including but not limited to builders, designers, consultants and engineers, to ensure that AFS LOGICWALL® is suitable for use on a project in
relation to internal design. All diagram, plans and illustrations used in this section including any reinforcement shown are included for indicative and
diagrammatic purposes only. It remains the responsibility of those using AFS LOGICWALL® to ensure that reference is made to the structural engineer’s details
for all diagrammatic and reinforcement requirements.

Introduction

AFS LOGICWALL® panels are faced with 6mm fibre
cement sheets which, at the completion of the construction
process, provide the wall face and substrate for applied
finishes and decorating.

or critical lighting, joint setting methods and the applied
finishing system.

The fibre cement sheets bear similar features to plasterboard,
however are much harder-wearing and more impact resistant.

There are a number of methods for ensuring that the finished
AFS LOGICWALL® meets end user expectations. For
best results, these should be considered in the planning
stages of a project and be clearly set out in specifications.

The final finish of AFS LOGICWALL® is influenced by factors
such as structural movement and sheet surface joints,
correct alignment of panels at installation stage, glancing

It is good practice to construct a reference area of finished
AFS LOGICWALL® to provide a benchmark and to aid in
judging quality of walls throughout a project.

E2

Levels Of Finish

Levels of finish are defined in AS /NZS 2589.1, and are
intended to provide builders, installers and their customers
with defined methods and practices necessary to meet the
customer's expectations in terms of 'Level of Finish'.
It is essential for designers and builders to determine the level
of finish required before construction commences, otherwise
it may not be possible to attain the desired finish level without
extensive corrective measures.
In general, AFS LOGICWALL®, without further treatment such
as skim coating or over sheeting, achieves Level 4 finish
which is +/- 4mm across an 1800mm plane.
Level 5 finish should be used wherever gloss or semi-gloss
paints are to be used, where paint is mid or dark coloured, or
where critical light conditions occur such as from windows,
skylights or silhouette and spot lighting. Level 5 finish
can be achieved through skim coating AFS LOGICWALL®.
Refer to section E6 'Joint Setting and Skim Coating'.
For internal walls AFS recommends the adoption of one of 3
finishing systems;

E2.1 Lighting
The flatness of AFS LOGICWALL® is influenced by factors such
as the accuracy of the substrate, the installation methods, joint
setting and finishing textures. A surface that appears perfectly
flat in one lighting condition can seem uneven in another.
Critical lighting or glancing light is where the incident light
from an artificial or natural source is nearly parallel to the
surface. This condition exaggerates vertical joints and
any minor imperfections making them obvious.
Ways to minimise the effect of critical or glancing light include:
 Use more rather than fewer lights and install at regular
spacings to give a more even, diffused light and to
minimise the shadows that occur from a single row or
single light source.
 Design soft rather than harsh lighting conditions.
 Avoid placing windows immediately adjacent to the end
of a wall.
 Provide sun shades over the window.
 Recess the window to stop the sunlight reaching the wall.

1. Joint setting and patching only
2. Joint setting, patching and skim coating.
3. Over-sheeting
A Direct stick plasterboard
B Batten and Sheet
C Discontinuous Stud Wall
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Levels Of Finish continued

E

E

Fig. E 2.1 - Process for determining appropriate level of finish

DECORATION
Finish Not Important
or Undecorated

Wall covering,
Wallpaper or Texture

Paint

Flat/Matt/Satin/
Low Sheen
Pastel /
Mid-Tones
Critical & Non-Critical
Lighting
Level 3 Finish

E3

Non-Critical
Lighting

Level 4 Finish

Semi-gloss / Gloss
Dark Tones
Critical
Lighting

Critical & Non-Critical
Lighting

Level 5 Finish

Movement Joints

E3.1 Movement Joints
The structural concrete wall effectively has control joints at
each stud so no additional crack control joints are necessary.
Full depth "movement joints" may be required depending
on the geometry of the structure and other considerations
such as thermal loads, exposure and building joints. In
general "movement joints" would not be required for
walls less than 16m long. Structural movement joints will

be placed in locations nominated by the structural engineer
and must be documented on structural drawings. These will
be installed at construction stage by the AFS LOGICWALL®
installation contractor. The following method is recommended.
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Movement Joints continued

Fig. E 3.1

E

E

Backing strip and
fire rated sealant.
Panel A

AFS LOGICWALL®

Prefabricated
AFS endcap stud
site installed by
AFS LOGICWALL®
installation contractor.

AFS LOGICWALL®

Note: Can be dowel jointed if required structurally. Must be clearly specified and negotiated with installers at time
Can be
dowell jointed
of tender. Installed where nominated byNOTE:
project
engineer.
Mustif required
be clearly documented on drawings. Typically not
structurally.
Must
be
clearly
specified
and
required in walls less than 16m in length.
negotiated with installers at time of tender

E3.2 Sheet Surface Joints
Sheet surface joints are 6mm deep, (i.e the full depth of the
fibre cement sheeting) to accommodate the movement in
the fibre cement sheet. These are placed at maximum 6.0m
centres at finishing stage ie. after wall is concrete filled at

time of setting the vertical recessed joints. Locations of sheet
surface joints should be nominated by the architect as they
can often be concealed behind glazing sections or cupboards.
The following method is recommended:

Draft v6 29/11/11

Joint taped and set in
accordance with
manufacturers
specifications.

Cut for expansion joint after
setting is complete (2-4mm
wide through depth of fibre
cement sheet). Fill groove with
paintable flexible sealant.

AFS LOGICWALL®
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Wall Preparation

E

E

Prior to joint setting the panels may require preparation in the
following areas and as outlined in Fig E4.1;
 Horizontal butt joints where setting rebate has
been ground may need additional preparation.
eg. Sanding of furry edges.
 Tolerance gaps between vertical panel joints greater
than 5mm wide are to be filled with a suitable joint filler.
(i.e. Grano Spackle)

 Tolerance gaps between vertical panel joints less than
5mm wide are to be filled with the base coat of the setting
system.
 Any misaligned panel joints should be ground flush to
create a flat surface.
 Any proud screws should be removed or recessed just
inside the sheet surface.
 Patching of scratches and dents in panel surfaces resulting
from other trades throughout construction phase.

Fig. E 4.1

Digit LFX Details-29.6.11.pdf

1

6/07/11

2:32 PM

FIG E4.1.1

Horizontal Butt Joints

AFS LOGICWALL®
recessed by
grinding onsite

Rebates are to be ground onsite with
the joint to be treated as per CSR joint
setting procedure.

Fig J5.1.2A
This rebate will not reflect standard
Digit LFX Details-29.6.11.pdf

rebated joints and will require additional
preparation by the internal setting
contractor.

1

300 - 600mm
Setting Width
6/07/11

2:32 PM

Fig J5.1.2A

>5mm

FIG E4.1.2 A

Fig B3.2
TOLERANCE GAPS GREATER THAN 5MM
PVC
render beads

FIG E4.1.2

Tolerance Gaps

External
joint setting

>5mm
compound
 Tolerance gaps between vertical
panel joints greater than 5mm wide
GAPS GREATER THAN 5MM
External render
Fig
J5.1.2B TOLERANCE
are to be filled with a suitable
joint filler.
system
(i.e. Grano Spackle)
FIG E4.1.2 B
 Tolerance gaps between vertical
panel joints less than 5mm wide are
to be filled with the base coat of the
setting system.

Fig J5.1.2B

162mm - 262mm
AFS Logic Wall

COLUMNS

<5mm

TOLERANCE GAPS LESS THAN 5MM
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the
AFSprior
LOGICWALL
placed
to core fill
placed prior to core fill

SERVICE FIXINGS
SERVICE FIXINGS

E4

Wall Preparation continued

Fig J5.1.1
Fig J5.1.1

E

E

FIG E4.1.3 A

MIS-ALIGNMENT
MIS-ALIGNMENT
FIG E4.1.3 B
FIG E4.1.3

Wall Preparation
Wall prep work includes:
 Patching broken FC edges
 Grinding flush protruding FC board
or concrete.
 Removing screws or punching
screws flush.

Fig E5

BROKEN EDGES
BROKEN EDGES

FIG E4.1.3 C

Proud Screw

7

Recessed Screw

3

PROUD SCREW - REMOVE OR RECESS PROUD SCREWS

FIG E4.1.4

Scratches and Dents
As AFS LOGICWALL® is a permanent
formwork system which comes through
the construction phase, resulting
scratches and dents in the FC panel
surface are to be patched by the
internal setting contractor prior to and/
or following the first prep coat.

Note: This especially applies
to reinforcement bar penetrations
on corner panels.
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System One - Joint Setting Only continued

HOD TWO - Extreme E5
thermal conditions.
System One - Joint Setting Only

E

E

E

g (Section J12.2) has shown that joints with this
 When the first layer is dry, apply a second layer of Wet
® it is necessary to achieve
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to AFS
that LOGICWALL
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TrowelAllow
a thin
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For joint
setting
Base Coat to a width of 100mm.
to dry
for of
24 Wet
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it tocan
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a
Note: "Mud"
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smooth surface for decorating. There are
two methods
on drying,
especially in hottheweather.
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affect
dry
(skin)
before
the
tape
is
bedded. This might involve
which
are
suitable.
the
performance
of
the
joint
and
is
covered
by
the
topping
p between fibre cement sheets at vertical panel joint is
working
in
cooler
parts
of
the
day,
cutting tape to length in
compound.
be pre filled with a suitable
filler.
(ie. Grano formwork system, there will be a
Note: joint
Being
a permanent
preparation,
bedding
and
taping
short lengths of one

Top
with
a
CSR
plaster
topping
compound
300mm
wide
or
le) prior to flush setting.
percentage of joints that may require further treatment, such
joint atfinish.
a time.
greater to achieve an acceptable
Allow to dry before
a bed of Gyprock® as
Wet
Area Base
Coat, immediately
grinding
or feathering
out the top coat plaster in excess of
sanding.

When
the
first
layer is dry, apply a second layer of Wet Area
d PVC Cemintel™ External
centrallyanover
the
300mmJoint
wide,Tape
to acheive
acceptable
finish.
Base
Coat
to
a
width of 100mm. Allow to dry for 24 hours.
nt. Press tape firmly into compound to avoid trapping
Note: "Mud" cracking of Wet Area Base Coat can appear
behind it. Trowel a thin layer of Wet Area Base Coat
on drying, especially in hot weather. This does not affect
ONE
- General
thermal conditions.
er the tape then allowMETHOD
to dry for 24
hours.
It is important
the performance of the joint and is covered by the topping
(suitable
for most
at the first layer of Wet
Area Base
Coatapplications):
does not surface
compound.
y (skin) before the tape is bedded. This might involve
 Gap between fibre cement sheets at vertical panel joint
 Top with a CSR plaster topping compound 300mm wide
orking in cooler parts of the day, cutting tape to length in
is to be pre-filled with a suitable joint filler. (ie.
or greater to achieve an acceptable finish. Allow it to dry
eparation, bedding and taping short lengths of one joint
Grano Spackle) prior to flushsetting.
before painting.
a time.
 In a bed of Gyprock® Wet Area Base Coat, immediately
® Paper Tape centrally over the joint. Press
GyprockOnly
When it has set and completely dry, sand the compound
5.2 Method 2 - JointbedSetting
tape firmly into compound to avoid trapping air behind it.
smooth with 150 grit paper or with 220 grit sanding mesh.
Panel joint gaps to be
prefilled prior to flush setting.

Fig. E5.1 Method 1 - Joint

Recessed edge
in Fibre Cement
Setting Sheet
Only

Panel joint gaps to be
prefilled prior to flush setting.

Avoid any heavy pressure which may scuff the joints.
Fill recess
completely
Recessed
edge with
CSRCement
Wet Area
in Fibre
SheetBase Coat
Fill recess
completely with
CSR Wet Area
Bed CSR PVC
Base Coat

Joint Tape
centrally overBed CSR Paper
the joint
Tape centrally
over the joint for method one

Thin coat of CSR
CSR PVC joint tape for method two
Wet Area Base
Coat over theThin
tapecoat of CSR
Wet Area Base
Coat over the tape

100mm wide coat
of CSR Wet Area
100mm wide coat
of CSR Wet Area
Base Coat each
side of joint Base Coat each
side of joint

Top with a 300mm
Top with a 300mm
wide coat of CSR
wide coat of CSR
Plaster ToppingPlaster Topping
Compound eachCompound each
side of joint side of joint

glancing
light conditions.
Note: The set joints in AFS LOGICWALL® may be visible in critical
Note:or The
set joints
in AFS LOGICWALL® may be visible in
AFS recommends to the designer or builder that under those circumstances
furtherlight
treatment
critical or glancing
conditions. AFS recommends to the
should be applied as set out in Section E7 Joint Setting and Skim
Coating.
designer or builder that under those circumstances further
Recessed edge
in Fibre Cement
Sheet

treatment should be applied as set out in Section E7 Joint
Setting and Skim Coating.
Fill recess
95
completely with
DESIGNER 2012

CSR Wet Area
Base Coat
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E5 - Joint
System
One
- Joint
Setting Only continued
System One
Setting
Only
continued

METHOD
TWO - Extreme thermal conditions.
HOD TWO - Extreme
thermal conditions.

E

E

E
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Fig. E5.2
Method
E5.2 Method 2 - Joint
Setting
Only2 - Joint Setting Only
Recessed edge
Panel joint gaps to be
Panel joint gaps to be
in Fibre Cement
prefilled
prior
to
flush
setting.
prefilled prior to flush setting.
Sheet

Recessed edge
in Fibre Cement
Sheet
Fill recess
completely with
CSR Wet Area
Base Coat

Fill recess
completely with
CSR Wet Area
Base Coat

Bed CSR PVC
Joint Tape
centrally over
the joint

Bed CSR PVC
Joint Tape
centrally over
the joint

Thin coat of CSR
Wet Area Base
Coat over the tape

Thin coat of CSR
Wet Area Base
Coat over the tape

100mm wide coat
of CSR Wet Area
Base Coat each
side of joint

100mm wide coat
of CSR Wet Area
Base Coat each
side of joint

Top with a 300mm
wide coat of CSR
Plaster Topping
Compound each
side of joint

Top with a 300mm
wide coat of CSR
Plaster Topping
Compound each
side of joint

®
® may
LOGICWALL
be visible
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critical or glancing light conditions.
Note:
The set joints
in be
AFSvisible
LOGICWALL
in critical may
or glancing
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Note: The set joints in AFS
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designer
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that
under
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AFS recommends to the designer or builder that under those circumstances further treatment
should
be
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as
set
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Section
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and
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Coating.
should be applied as set out in Section E7 Joint Setting and Skim Coating.

Recessed edge
in Fibre Cement
Sheet
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Fig. E 5.3 - External Angle Joint Setting
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Method One - Internal and External Corner Setting

System One - Joint Setting Only continued

E

E5

Corner Bead fixed
with adhesive
Corner
Bead wide
fixed coat
100mm
with of
adhesive
CSR Wet Area
Base Coat each
sidewide
of corner
100mm
coat
of CSR Wet Area
with
a 300mm
BaseTop
Coat
each
coat of CSR
side wide
of corner
Plaster Topping
Compound
each
Top with
a 300mm
wideside
coatofofcorner
CSR
Plaster Topping
Compound each
side of corner

Fig. E 5.4 - Internal Angle Joint Setting

Bed of CSR wet
area base coat
Bed CSR paper tape centrally
Bed of
CSR
over
thewet
joint for method one or
area CSR
basePVC
coatjoint tape for method two
Bed CSR paper tape centrally
over Thin
the joint
method one or
coatfor
of CSR
CSR wet
PVC area
joint base
tape for method two
coat over the tape
Thin 100mm
coat of CSR
wide coat
wet area
base
of CSR
wet area
coat base
over the
coattape
each
sidewide
of corner
100mm
coat
of CSR
area
Topwet
with
a 300mm
basewide
coat coat
eachof CSR
side plaster
of corner
topping
compound
each
Top with
a 300mm
wideside
coatofofcorner
CSR
plaster topping
compound each
side of corner
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Skim coating is a term used to describe a thin finish coat,
trowelled or airless sprayed onto the prepared wall surface,
and then possibly sanded, to achieve a smooth and even finish.
It is normally less than 1mm in thickness and is applied over
the entire surface to fill imperfections in the joint work, smooth
the board texture and provide a uniform surface for decorating.

All joints must be set and finished in accordance with the
previous section - Section E5 System One - Joint Setting
Only. All indents or gouges shall be filled to a flat finish in the
plane of the surface of the board and the board must be kept
free of any dirt, oil or other foreign matter which could
cause a lack of bonding.

METHOD ONE - SPRAY APPLICATION

METHOD TWO - ROLLER APPLICATION

Skim Coat Material (recommended):

Skim Coat Material (recommended):

Gyprock Total Joint Cement mixed to consistency suitable for
spray application. Suggestion: 1.75 litres of water per 15kg of
Gyprock Total Joint Cement.

Gyprock Total Joint Cement mixed to consistency suitable for
roller application.

Spray Unit (suggested):

Roller Equipment (suggested):

Titan Speedflo or equivalent.

Large lambswool roller.

E

System Two - Joint Setting and Skim Coating

E

E6

Foam roller (without nap).
PROCEDURE

PROCEDURE

1. Prepare equipment and compound mix. Titan Speedflo
should be running at 40psi or as otherwise recommended
by the manufacturer.
2. First coat should be sprayed horizontally.
3. Trial the spraying technique and the compound dispensing
from the nozzle on test surface.
4. Second coat should be sprayed vertically.
5. Third coat sprayed horizontally.
6. Sand and prepare for paint finish. Depending on the
desired finish, sanding may not be required. If needed use
150 to 180 grit sandpaper.

1. Prepare equipment and compound mix
2. Apply the first coat using a large lambswool roller.
3. Immediately follow with back rolling using a foam roller to
flatten the surface. Allow to dry.
4. If required, apply subsequent coat(s) as described in Steps
2 and 3. Allow to dry. Sand and prepare for paint finish,
using 150 to 180 grit sandpaper.

IMPORTANT NOTES
 To avoid "tram tracking" hold the spraygun nozzle
approximately 400 to 500mm away from the surface.
Vary this depending on the viscosity.
 Drying time will vary depending on ambient temperature.
 Each spray coat should be dry before applying the
subsequent coat. The number of coats will depend on total
coat thickness required, however best results are achieved
by applying thin coats, slowly building thickness. This
generally results in less sanding and there is less chance
of slumping (I.e. runs).
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System Three - Over sheeting

E

E

Over sheeting is a term used to describe the application of
plasterboard veneer over the AFS LOGICWALL® and can
be achieved by the following methods:
 Direct stick plasterboard
 Batten and sheeting or
 Discontinuous stud wall

METHOD ONE - DIRECT STICK PLASTERBOARD
'Direct stick plasterboard' is a term used for directly adhering
plasterboard lining to AFS LOGICWALL®. This system
provides another alternative and flexibility for the
designer when considering internal wall finishes.

As AFS LOGICWALL® applications vary from project to project,
so do the architectural, acoustic and thermal requirements.
The following options provide flexibility for the designer,
particularly where an air gap or cavity is required.

horizontally (plasterboard can be fixed horizontally or
vertically). Hold sheets in position until adhesive sets by
using temporary masonry nails.
4. Setting of the plasterboard joints is to be carried out in
accordance with the setting methods provided by the
appropriate plasterboard supplier.

PROCEDURE
1.

Surface of AFS LOGICWALL® is to be clean, dry and
free of dust, oil and other elements that may reduce
adhesive performance.
2. Establish the basis of a true wall plane before
commencing installation. Levelling pads that may be
required where irregularities in the wall surface occur.
Fig E8.2
3. Apply daubs of plasterboard adhesive to the AFS
Fig E8.1
LOGICWALL® surface or to the back of the plasterboard
sheets at 450mm centres maximum vertically and
VERTICAL FIXING TO AFS LOGIC WALL SURFACE
HORIZONTAL
FIXING ONLY)
TO AFS LOGIC WALL SURFACE
(EXAMPLE

Fig. E7.1 Horizontal Fixing

(EXAMPLE ONLY)

(ALL DIMENSIONS (ALL
ON THIS
DIAGRAM
REFER
TO PLASTERBOARD
AND PLASTERBOARD
ADHESIVE)
DIMENSIONS
ON THIS
DIAGRAM
REFER TO PLASTERBOARD
AND PLASTERBOARD
ADHESIVE)

Note: Where direct stick plasterboard is being applied to a
wall requiring an acoustic rating, plasterboard adhesive may
need to be trowelled on to prevent a drummy effect when wall
is impacted. Discuss with your acoustic consultant prior to
installation.
Fig E8.2

Fig E8.2

VERTICAL
FIXINGTO
TOAFS
AFSLOGIC
LOGIC
WALL
SURFACE
VERTICAL FIXING
WALL
SURFACE
(EXAMPLE
ONLY)
(EXAMPLE
ONLY)

Fig. E7.2 Vertical Fixing

(ALL
DIMENSIONSON
ONTHIS
THIS DIAGRAM
DIAGRAM REFER
PLASTERBOARD
ANDAND
PLASTERBOARD
ADHESIVE)
(ALL
DIMENSIONS
REFERTOTO
PLASTERBOARD
PLASTERBOARD
ADHESIVE)
50mm max
max
from50mm
sheet edge

50mm max
from sheet edge
50mm max
from sheet edge

450mm max Centres

50mm max

450mm max Centres

from50mm
sheet edge
max
from sheet edge

450mm max Centres

50mm max
from sheet edge

from sheet edge

450mm max Centres

Extra daubs at butt
joints skirting etc.

50mm max
from sheet edge

Plasterboard
450mm max Centres

Plasterboard

450mm max Centres

Plasterboard

450mm max Centres

Plasterboard

50mm max
from sheet edge

Plasterboard

450mm max Centres

Daubs of Drywall
Masonry Adhesive

6mm min. gap

50mm max
from sheet edge

50mm max
from sheet edge
Daubs of Drywall
Masonry Adhesive

50mm max
from sheet edge
Daubs of Drywall
Masonry Adhesive

Extra daubs
at skirting

6mm min. gap

Extra daubs
at skirting

Daubs of Drywall
Masonry Adhesive

6mm min. gap
Extra daubs

at skirting

6mm min. gap
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System Three - Over sheeting continued

PROCEDURE
1. Battens are fixed vertically at 600mm centres to the AFS
LOGICWALL® using the contractors preferred masonry fixing
system. Where furring channels are used, furring channel
clips are fixed to the AFS LOGICWALL®. The furring
channel is then clipped into the clip system. In some cases
furring channels may require fixing using a resilient
mounted clip system for acoustic purposes. For details on
fixing options contact your furring channel supplier.

2. Insulate cavity where required.
3. Plasterboard, or similiar interior lining system, is fixed to the
battens using the standard fixing procedure provided by
the interior lining supplier. Sheets can be fixed horizontally
or vertically.
4. The interior lining board joints are set using the setting
methods adopted by the interior lining board installer.

E

Batten and sheeting is a term used where timber or steel
battens are fixed to the AFS LOGICWALL® and over sheeted with
plasterboard or similiar interior lining board. Most commonly
19mm or 28mm furring channel is used for battening walls.

E

METHOD TWO - Batten and Sheeting

Fig. E7.3 Batten and Sheeting
Furring Channel
Internal Lining

Beta Fix Clip

LOGICWALL

(Insulation can be installed within cavity to meet thermal requirements, typically for external facade walls)
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E7

System Three - Over sheeting continued

E

METHOD THREE - DISCONTINUOUS STUD WALL

E

'Discontinuous stud wall' is a term used where a separate
stud wall is erected parallel to the AFS LOGICWALL® for
the purposes of running services or to meet acoustic or
thermal requirements. Steel or timber frames can be used,
however steel stud and track is most common.

4. Plasterboard, or similiar interior lining system, is fixed to
the stud wall using standard fixing procedure provided by
the interior lining supplier. Sheets can be fixed horizontally
or vertically, however horizontally is recommended.
5. The interior lining board joints are set using the setting
methods adopted by the interior lining board installer.

PROCEDURE
1. Determine the cavity size required and mark stud frame
location on slab.
2. Assemble/erect frame according to procedure provided by
supplier.
3. Insulate cavity where required.

Fig. E7.4 Discontinuous Stud Wall

Discontinuous
steel or
timber frame

fig B.2
AFS LOGICWALL®

cavity
Plasterboard
lining

(Insulation can be installed within cavity to meet thermal requirements, typically for external facade walls)
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E8.3.1. Selection

E8.3.3. Painting

Internal finishes applied to AFS LOGICWALL® can have
a significant effect on the perceived quality of the
installation, particularly where critical lighting conditions exist.

Select a proprietary paint system and apply all paints strictly
in accordance with the respective manufacturer's instructions.

General rules when selecting the applied finish are:
 Textured or heavy patterned finishes tend to hide
imperfections.
 Matt finishes minimise imperfection visibility.
 Semi-gloss and gloss finishes highlight imperfections.
 Lighter colours (compared to darker colours) are less
likely to show imperfections and impact damage, and are
more effective at diffusing the light and reducing shadow
effects, particularly in smaller rooms.
 Gloss paints tend to highlight paint application variations
eg. where a good wet edge has not been maintained when
painting.
 Paint or thin wallpaper finishes are less tolerant of
imperfections.
 Paint applied with a longer pile roller tends to mask
imperfections better than paint applied with a short pile
roller.
E8.3.2. Decoration
AFS LOGICWALL® surfaces may be decorated in any of a
variety of finishes including flat, semi-gloss or gloss paint,
wallpaper or vinyl, texture or stipple.
Roll coated paints generally have a greater coating thickness
and create a similar texture on both the plasterboard and the
jointing compounds.
No building material has an absolutely flat surface and all that
can be expected in practice is an appearance of flatness. The
effect of glancing light on the appearance of flat surfaces is
described in the CSIRO Division of Building Research Report
No. L8 (Revised Edition). This report clearly demonstrates that
surfaces which seem perfectly flat in diffuse light appear rough
and uneven when light strikes nearly parallel to the surface.

E

Applied Finishes

E

E8

The use of a preparatory coat over the entire surface is
recommended prior to application of the finish coats due to the
differing texture and porosity of uncoated fibre cement and areas
which have received joint treatment.
AFS recommend proven paint systems, such as Dulux, which
typically consist of one coat of a preparatory sealer followed by
two coats of the finishing paint.
Standard prep work should follow initial sealer coats, prior to
application of finishing c oats. F ig E 8.1 i s a n ' Interior F inishing
System' specification sheet prepared by Dulux which outlines
recommended AFS LOGICWALL® interior paint systems
and applications.
For best results, apply the coatings with a roller. This helps to
achieve a full even coat and a light, uniform texture over the entire
surface.
Refer to Australian Standard AS2311 "The Painting of Buildings"
and/or paint manufacturer's recommendations for specific roller
nap length for the desired finish.
E8.3.4. Wallpaper and Vinyl
To enable eventual removal of wallpaper and vinyl without
damaging the fibre cement, seal the surface with a pigment
solvent-based sealer.
E8.3.5. Tiling
Tiles shall be installed in accordance with AS3958.1.
Allowance must be made for expansion/contraction by leaving
a gap between adjoining tiles in corners. Fill gap with flexible
wet area sealant.
Tiling to be in accordance with the tile adhesive manufacturer's
instructions. A compatible tile adhesive must be used to fix
tiles to proprietary membranes.
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E8

Applied Finishes continued

E

E

Fig. E8.1 Dulux Interior Specification Sheet

DuSpec INTERIOR Specification Sheet

DULUX AcraTex Coating System for AFS LOGICWALL Building System.
Substrate:
AFS LOGIC WALLTM is an innovative fast track permanent formwork system used as load bearing external and internal wall solutions for both residential & commercial
construction. AFS Walling Panels incorporate CSR Cementel Fibre Cement Sheeting – CEMINSEAL WALLBOARD with WATERLOCK technology.

Substrate Preparation:
Frame detail and panel fixing must comply with relevant building codes and be in strict accordance with substrate manufactures instructions & recommendations.
All fixings must be non-corrosive, suitable for the exposure condition and be in accordance with substrate supplier recommendations.
Panel Face & Joint Alignment/ Jointing to be completed by others prior to internal painting.
Panel alignment is critical in all lost formwork systems and specific attention must be given to control of joint & sheeting alignment. Ensure that all joints between panels
accurately align and floor-to-floor alignment ensures a true and flat plane across the elevation.
It is the responsibility of either the panel installer or the interior finishing contractor to ensure all joints or major imperfections, misalignments are filled and sanded true
& flush before applying any coatings system. Remove all surface contaminants such as oil, grease or dirt, dust before coating.

Expansion Joints:
Dulux AcraTex recommends suitable expansion/contraction relief joints be installed at natural building weak points eg in line with openings (window / doors), at all horizontal
multi-levels, and at all interfaces of different building construction materials and or as defined by Engineer.
CJ’s are best treated before the coating system is applied. The use of a PU - Poly Urethane ‘paintable’ Sealant incorporating backing rod in strict accordance with the
manufacturer recommendation for use on AFS LOGICWALL should be used in all cases. Select a colour that is complimentary to the final Texture colour.
Apply Sealant on completion of the panel installation to ensure adequate curing.

AFS LOGICWALL INTERIOR COATING SYSTEM
Primer
DULUX – PROFESSIONAL Acrylic Sealer U/Coat L/Shade 664-84191
Apply by Spray – Conventional or HVLP, Airless, brush nap roller over the surface
ensuring a wet edge is maintained over the application area.
BASECOAT
DULUX – Wash & Wear 101 Advanced Low Sheen Line 564
DULUX – Wash & Wear Kitchen & Bathroom Low Sheen (Wet Areas) Line 51A
Apply by Spray – Conventional or HVLP, Airless, brush nap roller over the surface
ensuring a wet edge is maintained over the application area.
TOP COAT
DULUX – Wash & Wear 101 Advanced Low Sheen Line 564
DULUX – Wash & Wear Kitchen & Bathroom Low Sheen (Wet Areas) Line 51A
Apply by Spray – Conventional or HVLP, Airless, brush nap roller over the surface
ensuring a wet edge is maintained over the application area.
(Bright Reds, Oranges and Yellows or where very light colours are applied over highly
contrasting colours an extra coat maybe required).
Ensure adequate batch tint lots to achieve coverage over single elevations to ensure
colour consistency.
It is recommended to hold a volume of finish material for future maintenance touch-ups.

Data
Sheet

Application Rate

AUDD0155

11.5L / m

AUDD1096
AUDD1516

2

Recoat **
0
@25 C & 50% RH
2 Hours

2

2 Hours

2

2 Hours

15.8 m / Litre

AUDD1096
AUDD1516
15.8 m / Litre

Important Notes:
Coatings should be applied in full accordance with relative product Technical and Applicational data sheets.
Dulux AcraTex accepts no liability for joint cracking or joint deformation, as control of structural movement is beyond the scope of a coating specification. Do not apply paint if
Relative Humidity is above 85% or temperature is within 3C of Dew Point, or the surface temperature is greater than 50C or below 10C, or likely to fall below 10C during the
drying period.
This system is recommended where panel misalignment is NOT greater than 3mm. Practical Application Rates will vary from the quoted theoretical spread rate due to factors
such as method and condition of the application and surface roughness, and or panel misalignment.
Glancing light
Joints and panel deformation may be clearly evident under glancing light, casting visible shadows of the minute and uneven projections of the joints.
Glancing light is light that is nearly parallel to the surface of the wall and casts visible shadows and uneven projections of the joints.
Just like rendered masonry any uneven projections will be highlighted and as such are outside the control / scope of this specification.
**Recoat times are quoted for 25oC and 50% relative humidity these may vary under different conditions. Longer time will be required under adverse conditions.
Project
Project ID
Issue
Date

AFS LOGICWALL System for AFS Product Group PTY LTD
Principle
AFS Group
Prepared By
Approved By

Duspec
Duspec no.
Issue
Date

DULUX Acratex – AFS LOGIC WALLW&W Interior Finishing System
Page no.
1
1.1
Prepared By
SL
30/06/2011
Approved By
JD

DISCLAIMER:
Any advice, recommendation, information, assistance or service provided by any of the divisions of DuluxGroup Products in relation to goods manufactured by it or their use and application is given in good
faith and is believed by DuluxGroup to be appropriate and reliable. However, any advice, recommendation, information, assistance or service provided by DuluxGroup is provided without liability or
responsibility PROVIDED THAT the foregoing shall not exclude, limit, restrict or modify the right entitlements and remedies conferred upon any person or the liabilities imposed upon DuluxGroup by any
condition or warranty implied by Commonwealth, State or Territory Act or ordinance void or prohibiting such exclusion limitation or modification. Coating systems can be expected to perform as indicated on
the Duspec Spec Sheet so long as applications and application procedures of the individual products are followed as recommended on the appropriate Product data Sheet
The data provided within the Duspec system is correct at the time of publication, however it is the responsibility of those using this information to check that it is current prior to specifying or using any of
these coating systems.
This specification should be read in conjunction with the Product Datasheets specified within this document.
"Dulux" "Berger" "Berger Gold Label" "Hadrian" "Walpamur" "Levene" "Acratex" are registered trademarks of DuluxGroup Pty Ltd ABN. 67 000 049 427
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IMPORTANT LEGAL STATEMENTS
Reasonable efforts have been made to ensure the accuracy of this publication; however, any information and data
contained herein is subject to change without notice. To ensure the information you are using is correct, AFS
recommends you review the latest technical information available on the AFS website www.afswall.com.au, or
alternatively call 1300 727 237 to speak to a Technical Representative.
The AFS logo and LOGICWALL® mark are registered trade marks. © 2015 AFS Systems Pty Ltd.
No part of this publication may be reproduced in any form or by any means without prior written permission
from AFS Systems Pty Ltd. All rights reserved.

DISCLAIMER
1. 	This technical manual named AFS Designer together with the design tables and associated information
related to AFS LOGICWALL® has been prepared by AFS to assist design professionals using AFS
LOGICWALL® including without limitation, developers, builders, engineers, architects or quantity surveyors
with the design of structural walls.
2. 	It is the responsibility of the user to ensure that the use of this manual is appropriate and to exercise their own
judgment when using this manual.
3. 	AFS does not accept any responsibility (whether for negligence or otherwise) for any consequence arising from the
use or application of this manual.
4. 	The design and engineering of the structure of any building using AFS LOGICWALL® should only be undertaken by
suitability qualified and experienced design professionals, engineers or consultants.
5. 	The full responsibility for the design, engineering and structural design, and certification of compliance with
all relevant Australian Standards, BCA and any other statutory requirements at Local, State and Federal levels
rest with the design professional, project engineer or project consultants including but not limited to the design
engineer, acoustic consultant, energy efficiency consultant, fire engineer and any of their officers, employees,
delegates, partners, agents and service providers of any nature.
6. 	AFS reserves the right to change the specifications of this manual without notice.
7. 	Please check with AFS that you have the latest version as the manual may be updated from time to time and
certain details may change.
8. 	This disclaimer applies to the extent permitted by law.

DEFINITIONS
The use of the terms ‘AFS LOGICWALL®’ and ‘AFS LOGICWALL® Walls’ throughout the AFS Designer are as follows;
AFS LOGICWALL®: Refers to AFS LOGICWALL® panels as permanent formwork prior to being installed & corefilled with concrete.
AFS LOGICWALL® Walls: Refers to AFS LOGICWALL® walls installed with concrete corefill incorporated.
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Distributed by:
IMPORTANT LEGAL INFORMATION

AFS SYSTEMS PTY LTD

PO Box 234, Minto NSW 2566
110 Airds Road, Minto NSW 2566
Phone: 1300 727 237
Email: afssales@csr.com.au
Web: www.afswall.com.au

Reasonable efforts have been made to ensure the accuracy of this publication; however, any information
and data contained herein is subject to change without notice. To ensure the information you are using
is correct, AFS recommends you review the latest technical information available on the AFS website
www.afswall.com.au, or alternatively call 1300 727 237 to speak to a Technical Representative.
ABN 45 576 072 788

The AFS logo and LOGICWALL® mark are registered trade marks. © 2015 AFS Systems Pty Ltd.
No part of this publication may be reproduced in any form or by any means without prior written
permission from AFS Systems Pty Ltd. All rights reserved.

